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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
1. When using this multi-functional cooker, basic precautions should always be followed, included the

followings:
2. Read all instructions.
3. Do not touch hot surface, only handles and switch when using.
4. Supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children.
5. To protect against electric shock, do not immerse cord, plug or any parts of the machine in water or

other liquids. Make sure the power connection inlet is dry before using.
6. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot surface.
7. Do not operate appliances with damaged cord or plug or after the appliance malfunctions, or have

been damaged in any manner. Return the appliance to the nearest authorized service center for
examination, repair, or adjustment.

8. Do not use other mismatched accessory, it may cause hazard or injury.
9. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or in a heated oven.
10. When operating the machine keep at least 10cm of space on all sides of the machine to allow for

adequate air circulation.
11. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning. Allow to cool before putting on or taking off

parts, and before cleaning.
12. To disconnect, turn the switch control knob to OFF position, then remove the plug. Always hold the

plug, but never pull the cord. The plug must be removed from the machine before cleaning and
maintaining the appliance.

13. Extreme cautions must be used when moving an appliance containing hot oil or other hot liquid.
14. Do not use metal to touch any part of cooker when operating, creating a risk of electric shock.
15. Be extreme cautions when remove the plate or disposing of hot grease or other hot liquid.
16. Do not clean with metal scouring pads pieces can break off the coating plate.
17. Never leave the appliances unattended while broiling or toasting or other cooking.
18. Oversized foods and metal utensils must not be inserted in the plate as they may create a fire or

risk of electric shock.
19. A fire may cause if the machine is covered or touching inflammable material, including curtains

draperies, walls and like, when on operation.
20. Do not store any item near the hot plate during operation.
21. Extreme caution should be exercised when using containers constructed of anything other than

metal or glass.
22. Do not place any of the following materials when using the cooker: cardboard, plastic, paper or

anything similar.
23. Do not store any materials, other than recommended accessories in the plate.
24. Always wear protective, insulated gloves when inserting or removing any items from the hot plate.
25. This appliance is for household use only, do not use outdoor.
26. Do not use appliance for other than intended use.
27. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and persons with reduced

physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge if they have been
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the
hazards involved.

28. Children shall not play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by
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children without supervised.
29. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the After-sales Service Center or a similarly

qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.
30. The appliance is incompatible with external timers and remote controlling systems.
31. Hot surface during operation. Do not touch the appliance to prevent scald. When opening with the

lid, extreme cautions to prevent scald by the steam from the steam hole.

PARTS OF APPLIANCE
A: Thermostat
B: Heating plate
C: Housing of base
D: Anti-scald handle
E: Outlet
F: Indication light
G: Switch
H: Inlet
I : Plug
J: Lid handle
K: Steam hole
L: Steam rack
M: Steam Grill plate
N: Deep pot

ACCERARIES:

1. Takoyaki Plate

2. Couples plate

Body / Base

Lid

Power cord

N

1

M

L
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OPERATING INSTRUCTION
Before using your cooker for the first time
Be sure to
1 Remove all the plates/pot and lid from the packaging, wash them in water and only use soft cloth or

cleaning sponges;
Prohibited washing the machine water directly, only wash with soft cloth scrub;
Waiting all plates/pot completely dry before using.

2. Place the machine on a flat stable surface and ensure a minimum of 10cm. free space disfance
around the machine. This machine is not suitable for installation in a cabinet or for outdoor use
3. Make sure there is no water and other objects on/near the heating plate or machine.
Each time only use one detachable plate/pot, can't put more than one plates together during cooking.

4. Connect the inlet into the machine. Plug the power cord into the wall socket and you are ready to use
your cooker. (Note: Make sure the voltage which is indicated on the machine matches the local voltage
before connecting the machine.)

5. Preheat: Adjust the switch to the range from “LOW” to “HIGH”, start preheating, the indicator light will
light up. Please do not cover the lid while preheating.
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6. The cooker may emit smoke and odors with first time use under normal operating conditions, which
will soon disappear after 5 minutes.
7. The indicator light will light up intermittently indicated, because the themostat is adjusting the
temperature which is normal operation.
8. During use, if you hear the sound of “ka ka”, it is normal and caused by heating element.

HOW TO USE THE COOKER
1. Insert the power plug into the wall socket 2. Pre-heat the cooker with different cooking,

plates Hele is the recommend time:
Bottom

3. Select the appropreate plale /pot before preheat, put the food inside plate, then switch on the
machine. Only use wooden or silicone Spatula to flip or stir the food

 Above temperature is the surface temperature of plate/pot only, not lid cover and no food or water
in the plate/pot.

 The heat insulation will be difference in each plate/pot, please adjust the suitable temperature
according to your actual need.

 When using deep pot, put the food after the water or soup boiling. When you cover the lid boiling
water long time,there will be some water flow from the edge. It’s normal.

 Takoyaki plate no need cover the lid, other plate can use lid.
 Don’t touch the lid, plate/pot and machine body when cooking. Be careful of electric shock and high

temperature. Before cleaning, please ensure all the cooking plate/pot are completely cool down.

Deep pot: around 5min.
Steam grill plate: around 4min.
Optional accessaries:
Takoyaki plate: around 5min
Couples plate: around 5min
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 It is forbidden to chean the plate/pot at a high temperture by water or detergetn directly, otherwise it
will damage the coating of plate/pot and shorten coating life.

4. After cooking, adjust the switch to the “OFF” position.Then remove the plug from socket.
Cool down all the cooling plate, take out the plate/pot with insulated gloves, use soft cloth for
cleaning.

HOW TO USE FOUR PLATES
1. Steam Grill plate : Steaming + Grilling make a new deliciousness
• Put the steam grill plate on the base, preheating 4 - 5min.
• Place the food to be grilled or cooked in the plate, grill some time according to different food.
• Add some water in the groove at the edge of plate, cover the lid until the food fully cooked.
• When finished cooking turn the switch to the “OFF” position and let the device cool down before cleaning.

2. Deep pot: Grill / Stir-fry / Roast / slow cooking/ steam/ hot pot function
• Put the deep pot on the base, preheating 4 - 5min.
• If boiling some food, pls make sure the water complete boiling, then put the food.
• Steam rack match the deep pot for steaming any food you like.
• After finished cooking turn the switch to the “OFF” position and let the device cool down before cleaning.
3. Takoyaki plate: Takoyaki / Roast meat ball function
• Put the takoyaki plate on the base, preheating 5min.
• Place some cooking oil or butter in the plate, add the meat ball.The temperature of center is higher than

the edge, pls choose suitable area when cooking.
• Turn the switch to the “HIGH” position and flip the meat ball once in a while, until fully cooked.
• When finished cooking turn the switch to the “OFF” position and let the device cool down before cleaning.

4. Couples plate: Hamburger or other dessert
• Put the deep plate on the base, preheating 4 - 5min
• Place the food in the plate along with the required amount of cooking oil or butter.
• Turn the switch to the “HIGH” position and need flip the dessert make it fully cooked.
• After finished cooking turn the switch to the “OFF” position and let the device cool down before cleaning.

CLEANING
1. It is important that you clean the machine after each use to prevent an accumulation of grease and

avoid unpleasant odors.
2. The machine must be cool down and unplug from outlet before cleaning.
3. Do not immerse machine in water or wash it under waterspout.
4. Removable plate/pot can be washed, only use soft cloth, can’t use dishwasher.
5. Clean machine’s outer surface of appliance with damp cloth.
6. Do not use abrasive cleaner or sharp utensils to clean the plate/pot and lid, as scratching may

weaker it and cause shattering,
7. Let all removable accessories and surfaces dry thoroughly.


